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1. Introduction 
This document will describe methods of getting students interested in manufacturing 
and technical fields.   

Getting youngsters interested in fields 
of manufacturing is not an easy task. 
Companies and industries that need 
new people are looking for them in 
wrong place. Or rather is more correct 
to write – wrong age group. Nobody 
argues over topic that there is a lack of 
skilled employees, but what are 
companies doing to get them? There 
are many examples of organised visits, 
cooperation projects, popularizing 
events, campaigns etc. Clearly these 
methods have not been successful. But in reality, nobody knows what exactly works 
except people that have been in the field of making technical education popular for a 
longer time. This document is written in order to introduce this topic and give tips and 
hints to teachers – how to get students motivated towards manufacturing fields. 

2. Manufacturing (interactive sic!) 

2.2 What are we talking about? 

As this short document is for teachers, we need to answer one important question – 

 What do we mean by manufacturing? 

Well, this is quite difficult question since even short search from the page of 
eitmanufacturing.eu does not answer this question.  
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Yet we expect teachers to make this field more popular among students. You can think 
yourselves – what comes to your head when you hear word “manufacturing”? 

Luckily, there is lot more material available on the web giving a meaning for this word. 
Let’s read some of these: 

By https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manufacturing [12th of December 2020] 

Manufacturing is the production of products for use or sale, using labour and machines, 
tools, and chemical or biological processing or formulation. It is the essence of 

secondary sector of the economy. The term may refer to a range of human activity, 
from handicraft to high-tech, but is most commonly applied to industrial design, in 

which raw materials from the primary sector are transformed into finished goods on a 
large scale. 

 

By https://www.shopify.ca/encyclopedia/manufacturing  [12th of December 2020] 

Manufacturing is the making of goods by hand or by machine that upon completion the 
business sells to a customer. Items used in manufacture may be raw materials or 

component parts of a larger product. The manufacturing usually happens on a large-
scale production line of machinery and skilled labour. 

 

By https://www.oberlo.com/ecommerce-wiki/manufacturing  [12th of December 2020] 

Manufacturing refers to a large-scale production of goods that converts raw materials, 
parts, and components into finished merchandise using manual labour and/or 

machines. The finished goods can be sold directly to consumers, to other 
manufacturers for the production of more complex products, or to wholesalers who 

distribute the goods to retailers. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manufacturing%20%5b12
https://www.shopify.ca/encyclopedia/manufacturing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manufacturing%20%5b12
https://www.oberlo.com/ecommerce-wiki/manufacturing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Manufacturing%20%5b12
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Here is the word cloud of previous three definitions: 

 

The word most seen from the cloud is product and it is quite clear that manufacturing is 
about making something that you can sell. It does not matter if you handcraft or make 
your product with machines. It is quite clear that machine produced products are more 
cost effective and high-tech solutions are produced with the help of machinery and 
robots. So, everything about producing is connected to manufacturing.  

2.2 What does studies show 

The right time to get somebody interested in some field is when that person is very young. 
There was a study conducted by University of Tartu in 2013 and 2014 when first year 
students that entered ICT related curriculums in three main universities in Estonia were 
asked “What was the ‘breaking point’ that caused interest in ICT? 
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As can be seen – interest is connected to early childhood experience. Interesting is that 
only 2 % answered that they chose IT because of good salary. 

So does this mean that when we don’t start early to introduce field of manufacturing – 
we have lost and there is nothing to do? 

Answer is CLEAR NO. 

Since 14 % of the answers said that they chose IT because they had to make a choice and 
media or their hobbies had influence. So we will present following good practices from 
Greece, Slovakia and Estonia that you could use and try to get your students more 
motivated towards field of manufacturing. 

 

First computer, experience of 
doing something by myself: solving 
computer related problems 
(helping others), building a 
computer, software development 
or trying to make a computer 
game, webpage design. 
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3. Good practices for getting 
student’s motivation higher 
towards fields of manufacturing 

 3.1 From Slovakia 

- The most successful method is 
to link the theory with the real 
practice in technical industry. 
Try to locate interesting 
industries near you and 
organise visit with your 
students. Try to visit websites of 
universities near you and see if 
they have any workshops to 
offer. Since very often 
companies do not have their 
own educational workshops to 
offer. 

- Experimental lectures. Ask people from manufacturing companies, universities to come 
and give a talk to your students.  

- Individual approach. You as a teacher have huge influence to students. Connect them 
with right people from companies and universities, help to make introduction since they 
might not have the courage to do it on their own. Companies usually have talent looking 
program and they offer scholarships to educate people that will start working for them 
in the future. 

- Success stories. Who does not like stories? Especially the ones where something 
successful and wonderful was born out of your home community or grad students. 
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-  The most important is that students are guided technology and science already in 
primary school. In order to build a relationship and realize that studying technology 
makes sense. 

In Slovakia, the problem is that the graduation 
exam in mathematics is not compulsory. That is 
why most of students do not have a sufficient 
basis for studying technical study programmes at 
university. We also note the absence of teachers 
who know how to teach the mathematics in 
more motivating way and methods.  For example 
of our teachers had very interesting lecture „How 
each snow flake is unique “. With this lecture she 
successfully managed to motivate young people 
to study mechanical engineering.   

- STUBA Green Team https://www.facebook.com/StubaGreenTeam 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/StubaGreenTeam
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3.2 From Greece 

The continuous developments in technology in the past few years, enable global 
exchange of information and increased collaboration and communication, despite 
location and time restrictions. The mentioned Technology initiatives are being more and 
more emerged into society, including the daily life and the working environment of 
individuals, making the adaption of education necessary to the new technological trends. 

- 3D Printing- Virtual Reality 

- Robotics 

- Digital readers and tablets 

- Gamification 

- Mobile Technology 

- Video Conferencing 

- Software Development 

- Computer Aided Design 

(CAD) 

- Artificial Intelligence 

Despite the need to adapt to the new technological developments, the lack of technology 
infrastructure in education could be a major issue. Additionally, educators might not be 
familiar with the latest technological trends. School visits to industry and communication 
with experts through webinars, interviews etc. could have high impact on familiarizing 
both students and teachers with the technological field. 

That is why there is a need for increase of education technology infrastructure in schools 
and revision of the educational material to adapt to the new technological developments. 
Do not think only about laptops and computers – consider also robotics, 3D printing and 
equipment that students can use for creating not consuming. 

- Competitions in the field of technology are motivating for students. But be careful since 
not all students enjoy competing! Do not make it compulsory for those who don’t want 
to compete with technology, this might be demotivating. 

Teachers need to keep themselves trained regarding new technologies. Look possibilities 
from teacher training organisations and universities. 
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3.2 From Estonia 

In Estonia, there exists a model that consist of teachers and parents; children; state and 
local governments that run the schools. 

Need for STEM activities is created by children and parents/teachers. Key is to start with 
activities as early as possible and let children choose their interests. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

- Introduce technology afterschool. Some 
schools might be not the best environments 
for technology based education and 
teachers are very limited to curriculum and 
teaching methods. Use extra-curriculum 
time to organise a club for interested 
children. 

Children 

State 
Local 

government 
(school) 

Society 
(parents, 
teachers) 
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- Visit factories in the field of manufacturing. Visits can be very motivating and eye 
opening to students. Get motivated yourself! 

- Use technology as part of your teaching. This means that technology is not an object for 
learning but a tool to learn with. Like using robotics or sensor system to teach physics, 
math and other STEM subjects. There is a lot of options available online. Just look for it!  

- Ask high school students to educate younger ones. Teaching yourself is working as a 
great tool for getting interested and motivated yourself. Quite typical case is that older 
students help to run technical clubs for younger ones. Some schools are even covering 
their salaries.  

4. Summary 
If you are a teacher and want to educate your students more in manufacturing, there 
are many ways to do it. But for the best results, you need support from your school, 
parents and country. If you lack this support, then don’t worry – students whom you 
educate today will bring it to life in the future. Of course, it will take time, but changes 
in education are slow. So the basic principle is – what you cannot do in a school lesson, 
do after lesson! 

What is Interactive manufacturing4schools? 

The project “Interactive 
Manufacturing @ 
Schools” presents an 
opportunity to share up 
to now experiences with 
engaging students and 
teachers from 
secondary schools 
within the consortium 
from RIS countries and 
to create a model how 
to attract pupils and teachers towards technical studies focused on Manufacturing in RIS 
countries. 
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The proposed model will be more interactive and strongly oriented on manufacturing and 
practical aspects of study in connection with industry sector and will be useful as an 
example and inspiration for other RIS and EU countries to address and tackle deficiency 
of quality work power in the area of Manufacturing. 

If you did not download this document from our website, check out what cool and 
engaging webinars and activities we did! 

https://www.manufacturing4schools.eu/ 

https://www.manufacturing4schools.eu/
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